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ACROSS
1. Bender, on "Futurama"
6. High volleyball shot
9. Measure that resulted in English, French, and Spanish labeling on goods
14. Occupied
15. Big stir
16. French actor Delon
17. "Beau ___"
18. Big weight
19. Humdinger
20. First work published with movable type
23. Character in a trenchcoat and fedora, probably
24. Reason for some political scandals
25. "___ Ready: The Business of Singing" (career guide with a punny title)
26. Monkey's uncle?
27. Germanic outcry
29. Lend for a short while
32. Concentration of some ballerinas
35. Sweeping
37. Luke and Leia's dad, for short
38. Clean break?
41. Irish dance
42. Abstract expressionist painter Franz
43. Showered attention (on)
44. Q: How many kids with ___ does it take to change a lightbulb? A: Wanna ride bikes?
46. Brewpub selection
47. Bloodtyping letters
48. Suburban area
50. Tablet's system
51. "___ Ho" ("Slumdog Millionaire" showstopper)
54. Classic line from a magician
58. Like hackneyed writing
59. Haw's partner
60. eBook category
61. "Sexy" "White Album" girl
62. Mr. Butterfingers
64. Get down to look underneath the couch, e.g.

DOWN
1. Gibson's "Lethal Weapon" role
2. Video game extender
3. With a substantial rack
5. Swag, YOLO, and the like
6. Glove material
7. Wet sneakers, e.g.
8. High point?
9. Low point
10. Out lines?
11. Collapse
12. Floor covering?
13. "___ ideas?"
14. Sacramento paper
15. Beer pong shot path
16. Disney on Ice venue, often
17. Web developer's output
18. First word of "A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man"
19. Sign of life on a radar
20. Movie pirate's device
21. Russian pancake
22. Tic-Tac-Toe line after using the rare cheat rule that changes one of your opponents squares
23. "Here Comes My Baby Back Again" singer West
24. TV father of Anoop, Uma, Nabendu, Poonam, Priya, Sandeep, Sashi, and Gheet
25. Cheese serving
26. Like your favorite pair of jeans
27. Jakarta resident
28. Mountain ridge
29. Does nothing
30. Rial estate?
31. Hulu selection
32. "Damn straight"
33. "Naughty!"